When companies interchange information about individuals, privacy is at stake. On the basis of the purpose of the information interchange, rules can be designed for an agent (Alter-ego) to determine whether the requested information can be provided. This purpose can be derived from a WorkFlow specification according to which employees (agents) of one company are executing their tasks. Direct information flow as well as information which might flow through private and covert channels is considered.
Introduction
In a study, being conducted for many years, we have introduced the notion of Alter-ego, which is an object/agent, representing people in Cyberspace and acting on behalf of these people (see [9] ). We are in particular interested in the problem of protecting someone's privacy.
In choosing a company for certain services, like an insurance, an individual will not only look at conditions such as financial costs and benefits, but also at less tangible conditions such as privacy rules held in that company. After inspection of these rules a client can decide to accept an offer.
In the near future we expect that the privacy conditions are treated even more seriously, in that the client demands that an agent is placed in that company which checks the behaviour of the employees in that company. This agent may inspect WorkFlows according to which these employees are working. Actually, the situation can be even more complicated by considering the cooperation of this company (A) with another company (B), who is interested in information about the individual. The agent may then decide whether to give that information or not. Also in this case the agent may inspect the WorkFlow according to which employees in company B are working, in order to determine whether it is of the interest of the individual or contrary to his/hers privacy concerns.
The main point of this paper is therefore to analyze a WorkFlow specification to find out properties relevant for privacy protection. A simple example will make clear what kind of properties we mean. Suppose the company is an insurance company and the individual wants to be sure that decisions within this company about policies and about claims are made without taking into account specific properties of the individual, such as the colour of the skin or marital and social status. Using the tools described in this paper that individual can carry out this analysis.
It is assumed that two companies A and B have organized the work of all their employees in the form of a WorkFlow (abbreviated in the following as WF). Although WF systems have been in existence for a number of years, the trend towards greater interconnection will greatly impact such systems. On the one hand, interaction will involve more and more non-human participants. On the other hand the participants in WF processes will become more and more unrelated. The key to secure implementation of future generation WF systems is proper authentication and authorization of participants in a WF process. It is our contention that Alter-egos (see the next section) are particularly suitable for authentication, while roles are particularly suitable for authorization. We have presented these ideas in [6] .
These WFs are open for inspection. From them one can determine whether employees have the proper information to perform their tasks, but also whether they may have too much information about an individual, or even when they can conspire/cooperate with other employees and then are able to derive private information about the individual, using special channels. For the agent or Alter-ego in company A it is possible to analyze these WFs. The outcome can be used in two different ways:
1. To determine whether a company is trustworthy with respect to keeping privacy rules the employees have (just) enough information about the individual, and 2. to decide whether to respond to a query which is sent to company A by one of B's employees taking into account the information this employee already has about the individual as derived from the WF; this is depicted in Fig. 1 .
In the next section we will sketch a bit of the framework in which we are doing our research, i.e., the notion of Alter-ego and introduce the COLOR-X system which we use to specify WF diagrams. In the following section we then shall see how the COLOR-X diagrams can be represented as a Prolog database, so that analysis programs can be written in Prolog. The purpose is to analyze beforehand what each agent in B knows about P; that is to say: what s/he has to know in order to do the task specified, and what s/he may know when using information sent by cooperating/conspiring colleagues, flowing through a private and covert channels.
In the next section we will see how the privacy rules may use the knowledge provided in the analysis of the WF diagram. Finally, we will give some conclusions and hints for future work.
Background

Alter-egos
For our research in Security & Privacy in Cyberspace, we assume that individuals, either in an office environment, or in their homes, will be represented in Cyberspace by objects, called Alter-egos, in the sense of Object-Oriented Technology. The identifier of this object may be considered a combination of Social Security Number and e-mail address. The contents of these objects represent the properties of the persons for which they are Alter-ego; their behaviour can be seen as the behaviour of agents acting on behalf of these persons. They were introduced in [6] , where it was shown how these Alter-egos can be structured and how Security and Privacy (S&P) aspects can be dealt with questions around responsibility and obligations of Alter-egos have been discussed in [8, 9] .
The WorkFlow system COLOR-X
In this section we briefly describe the COLOR-X system in which it is possible to specify a WF diagram. In Workflow management (WFM) applications there are tasks to be completed by some organization, but the organization procedures require that this task will be carried out in steps where each step is executed by a different individual and no step can be performed before the steps it depends on are completed [5] . We will show how S&P rules can be derived from COLOR-X diagrams.
WFM tools are currently being used to specify how people and information systems are cooperating within one organization. There are at least three reasons why WFM techniques are also useful in Cyberspace. First, organizations tend to become multi-national and communication takes place in a global manner. Secondly, more and more commerce is being done electronically. This implies that procedures have to be designed to specify the behaviour of the participants. These procedures may be somewhat different from ordinary WFM designs, where the emphasis is on carrying out certain tasks by the users, while in commerce procedures are based on negotiating, promises, commitments and deliveries of goods and money. However, as we will see, these notions are also present in the WFM tool we will use. Thirdly, people will be participants in all kinds of formalized procedures, such as tax paying or home banking.
Workflow and security
This being said, how can we derive security and privacy rules from the Workflow diagrams (WFDs)? Specifying tasks and actions of people working in an organization naturally also involves the specification of their responsibilities [6, 8, 9] . This is what WFDs usually do. Responsibility implies access to databases to perform certain actions on data of individuals.
A Workflow Authorization Model is proposed in [1] . Authorization Templates are associated with each Workflow task and used to grant rights to subjects only when they require the rights to perform tasks. A Petri net implementation model is also given.
The insurance-claim application
The following example is about the treatment of a claim within an Insurance Company IC, concerning a trip booked with a Travel Agent TA. First we describe the processes in natural language, using numbers identifying the actions for easy identification with the boxes used in the COLOR-X diagram, following next.
There is an Insurance Company, IC, Furthermore there are persons, which can be employees of the IC. An employee can be an approver, a travel agent, an expert or a cashier. Also a person can be a submitter of a claim. The static (incomplete) structure op the submitter is depicted in Fig. 2 .
Next follows the text of the Claim example. The numbers refer to the numbered boxes in the diagram.
1. A submitter SU sends in a triple of data (the trip TR, the incident IN, the amount AM1) to the approver AP of the insurance company IC. 2. AP receives the message from SU and creates an object called claim, CL, from the triple sent and asks the travel agent TA to verify the claim (possibly) within one week. 3. TA tries to verify CL within one week and return the answer to AP. type person is_a thing type submitter is_a person has_a name has_a address 4. Upon not receiving an answer from TA, AP assumes the claim is not OK and informs the submitter SU accordingly (in a more realistic setting AP would send a reminder to TA). Upon receiving an answer from TA, which is "not OK", AP informs SU that the claim is not OK. 5. When TA's answer is positive and the amount is smaller than $ 100, AP asks the cashier CA to transfer the money to SU's Bank and informs SU. 6. Upon receiving an answer from TA, which is "OK", and the amount not being smaller than $100, AP asks an expert EX to look at the claim and AP informs SU appropriately. 7. EX treats CL and reports the decision to AP, which, in case the claim is found "not OK", handles as above in 4. 8. When "OK", AP determines the amount AM2 to be paid to SU and asks the cashier CA to transfer the money to SU's Bank. 9. CA pays the amount AM2 to SU's Bank.
We now give some clarification of the COLOR-X specification in Fig. 3 .
-each box of actions has a mode: PERMIT, NEC or MUST. MUST means an obligation based on some negotiating in the past: as we are not sure; -that the action is actually carried out within the prescribed time it is necessary to define a counter measure indicated by the lightning arrow. The mode NEC means we can be sure the action is necessarily carried out by the system. PER-MIT means there are no pre-conditions: the actions in the box can be executed; -the actions are described in a formal language involving the participants and their roles.
It is important to notice that in sending a message from an agent A to a receiver R only the object identifiers are readable by R, not the contents. Only when the Workflow specifies that R has to do something with the contents of the object, it is allowed to read this.
The representation of COLOR-X diagrams in Prolog
Before stating for what purpose the WorkFlow WF is going to be analyzed we give three examples:
1. Suppose an agent like the travel agent TA asks information to company A, say the marital status of the submitter SU. The submitter's agent in A could refuse to respond because the analysis of WF shows that TA knows the trip TR and SU's name. The agent may reason as follows: TA knows TR, which was a trip for married people, if TA also knows that SU is single, TA may sue SU for bringing with him/her a partner to which s/he was not married. 2. Now the travel agent asks for the submitter's age. Although it is not certain that TA knows the incident IN, it is possible that the approver AP sends this information to TA using the message in which a reference to the claim is written. In this case some kind of "private" channel is used between AP and TA. When TA combines the contents of IN with the knowledge of the age of SU, TR finds out that the incident concerned illegally driving a car because SU was too young. 3. The cashier CA seems to know only the amount to be paid and the submitter's bank and it seems that no privacy problem can occur, however, suppose the amount is very high, so that CA may want to know SU's name. By conspiring with the approver AP and the travel agent TA, using a private channel, CA can get SU's name indeed.
The three examples show that the analysis has to reveal what each employee knows about the individual, here the submitter SU. It also reveals that we need to know what each employee might know about the individual, by cooperating/conspiring with other employees, using private channels. So lists have to be made for each employee in an action what s/he knows according to the WF and what s/he may know additionally when another agent sends him/her a message with more information than the information prescribed in the WF.
About the verbs being used
We have to say something about the verbs describing the actions. Evidently, "send(ag=S, go=M, rec=R, . . .)" means: S sends a message M to R. M may a tuple, as in "(trip TR, incident IN, amount AM1)" or an object identifier, as in: "go=CL", or an unspecified thing as in "go=answer". There are also verbs denoting some specific action as: "verify", "treat", or "pay". For these actions it is necessary that the contents of their parameter "goal" is known on the basis of "need to know". The "create" and "fill_in" actions are also special as they bring new objects into being. For these actions detailed knowledge about their parameter "goal" is not needed. The computer can carry out these actions without the agent knowing these details.
COLOR-X is a system which has been designed with Linguistics in mind, in fact it is based on the linguistic theory Functional Grammar [3, 2] , while the proper working of the COLOR-X system requires a connection with a Lexicon, such as WordNet [4] , in which the meaning of words and concepts is stored. In our case we would like the Lexicon making the distinction between these different kinds of verbs: "send" is a communicative verb, while "treat" and "verify" are verbs connected with the notion of performing. To "create" and "fill_in" are verbs connected to "making something new".
About the identifiers being used
In the WF many identifiers are being used. They may denote objects, such as SU, the submitter, or CL a new object created to handle the claim. They also may denote attributes, usually with information about the submitter, in which case privacy may be a concern, or about the claim. Some identifiers are made within the WF, such as AN, denoting an answer used within a message, or TA being a shorthand for "TR.travel_agent". It is not the case that only the identifiers belonging to information about the submitter are important for privacy. Identifiers whose values are created in the WF can also reveal important information about the submitter, like the amount of money AM2, which says something about the trip and accident of the submitter.
About the representation of the WorkFlow in Prolog
The representation of the WF is adapted to the above analysis; facts and functors are used for: nodes, processes, actions, roles, identifiers, constraints, comparisons, expressions, edges, types and attributes. As WFs can be run through in different ways, these have to be administered in the form of flows. For our example there are five flows possible, given in Fig. 4 . In general there may be an infinite number of flows, so in order for the analysis program not to loop, it is also necessary to find cycles in the WF. The numbers in this figure are the index numbers of the nodes in the claim CEM, the arrows are transitions. If there are multiple possibilities for following a transition then this is indicated above the arrow. If there is only one possibility then this is notated as a single →. Transitions that occur when a "MUST" condition is violated, are notated as .
In Table 1 we see a list of the identifiers for the claim example. The second column indicates the identifiers which have to be known by the agent in order to do its work. Evidently, in order to be able to carry out the "pay" action, CA must have access to the contents of "AM2" and "SU.bank". The approver AP in node 8, however, who sends the tuple "(AM2, SU.bank)" object to CA does not need to know the contents of this tuple, it is just sufficient to know its object identifier. He can send this identifier to CA as if it is put in a closed envelope. A special case is formed by identifiers like "AM2", being sent by EX, as part of the message ME4. From the WF we cannot see what is the contents of this identifier. In fact it is the outcome of the "treat" action. Or it comes from the assignment "AM2=AM1". The question is whether this identifier is also interesting from the standpoint of SU's privacy. It seems that it is harmless when it is used by the cashier CA. This is only seemingly the case: from the height of the amount the kind of claim and incident could be deduced.
The third column reveals that CA could know also "SU.name", when namely the approver AP would help him. Indeed AP could know "SU.name" and send it unnoticed, using the message with the above tuple, to CA. On its turn, AP needs TA to know "SU.name". This is called a private channel, the existence of such channels is important as the second and third examples have shown, presented in the beginning of this section. For communicative actions, indicated by such verbs as: send, create and fill_in, only tokens are used to indicate identifiers of pieces of information, such as an object identifier or a pointer, and there is no threat for violating privacy rules. Only when also a right to read or to write is needed, this threat exists, as the contents of objects and messages is at stake. This is the case with actions such as "treat, verify and pay". Table 1 Access of agents to the identifiers in the claim CEM 
The WorkFlow analyzed
The Workflow can be analyzed for several reasons. They may have to do with rather general properties such as: every agent who needs certain information is provided with that information. This is a property concerning the quality of the WF. Our analysis program provides this type of analysis. For our interest in S&P we may see different aspects to be analyzed:
-Are the employees of a company provided with the information needed for their work (need-to-know) and don't have more information at their disposal, which may be contrary to privacy rules/laws. -The Alter-ego in company A, when deciding to answer a query Q coming from an employee E of company B, can use the knowledge coming out of the analysis in this way: Is the knowledge of E together with the answer to Q enough to entail information about the individual that the individual does not want E to know.
The first aspect is important when analyzing whether the insurance company is making fair decisions, that is decisions which don't take the specific individual into account (such as the information that the submitter SU is a nephew of the approver AP) WF is analyzed whether a decision maker in WF is not using personal information, such as name or address, which he does not need. For our WF this analysis reveals that TA could make use of some personal information, namely SU's name. It can do that not directly, as its only information is the claim object CL, to which it does not have reading access, but because it has reading access to GO2 and because according to the constraint in node 3: "id GO2=(SU.name, TR)", "SU.name" is part of GO2, indeed TA can see SU's name. The second aspect is demonstrated by the existence of private channels. We have seen in the second and third example how a private channel can be used to jeopardize privacy rules involving conspiring employees. It may be necessary that the management of the insurance company is notified that this type of possible conspiracy exists. In fact it may be the task of an auditor to signal these possible privacy breaches.
The analysis is based on Table 1 which gives for each agent in an action defined in a node two lists:
1. The identifiers it needs to know in order to do the work specified. 2. The identifiers it might know by conspiring with other employees (using messages for which they are not meant, so creating private channels).
From this table the Alter-ego for our individual can easily determine whether a certain query can be answered or not. Take the query in the first example in the beginning of this section asked by the travel agent TA about the individual's marital status. The table reveals that TA (needs to) know(s) the trip TR, so the individual may want his Alter-ego to refuse the correct answer. In the second example, TA is interested in the individual's age, and if the individual does not trust the TA he can refuse to answer the query.
Real covert channels
The use of private channels such as we introduced them in the preceding sections, can in principle be detected by the WorkFlow engine, i.e. the underlying machine which governs the carrying out of the WF. The messages sent by all agents involved can be inspected, so that it can be seen that agents are sending each other more pieces of information than is asked for. In the study we describe here another form of using real covert channels has been dealt with also. In this kind of covert channel an agent puts information in some piece of information s/he has produced him/herself, such as changing the amount AM2 from 2000 to 2000.22, where "22" is some predefined code. Or when the information is a character string using lower and uppercase letters in some predefined way. In another report [7] this kind of covert channels is fully analyzed.
Conclusions
We have shown how tools can be built by means of which WF diagrams can be analyzed on privacy aspects. These tools can also be used to analyze other aspects such as quality of the WF specification. Future work has to be carried out around detection of other types of channels. Also the integration of these tools in the Security part of ERP systems is an interesting area.
